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Abstract Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are susceptible to node capture and many network levels
attacks. In order to provide protection against such
threats, WSNs require lightweight and scalable key
management schemes because the nodes are resourceconstrained and high in number. Also, the effect
of node compromise should be minimized and node
capture should not hamper the normal working of
a network. In this paper, we present an exclusion
basis system-based key management scheme called
MUQAMI+ for large-scale clustered sensor networks.
We have distributed the responsibility of key management to multiple nodes within clusters, avoiding single
points of failure and getting rid of costly inter-cluster
communication. Our scheme is scalable and highly efficient in terms of re-keying and compromised node
revocation.
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1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are employed in various application areas, which include habitat monitoring, military surveillance, border monitoring, and
health care. WSNs differ from other distributed network systems in such a way that they have to work in
real-time with given constraints, which include energy,
storage, computation, and communication. WSNs are
mostly data centric and are used to monitor their surroundings, gather information, and filter it [3]. A sensor
network typically consists of a large number of sensor
nodes working together to collect data and gather it in
a central node, using wireless communications [27].
Security is an important aspect in WSN. Adversaries
may try to listen to communications, disrupt them,
or even block them. Also, an adversary may attack
externally, e.g., capture the node or jam the traffic
signals. In addition to being secure, WSN should also
be cost effective because their batteries may not be
recharged. This also limits their memory and computational power. So the WSN require security mechanisms
that are also resource-efficient. Highly effective security mechanisms, such as TLS [7] and Kerberos [18],
exist, but they cannot be applied to the WSN paradigm
because they are not resource-efficient.
In WSN, group communications are performed to increase efficiency. Groups of nodes share common secret
keys. If a node is compromised, it must be evicted from
the group and keys must be refreshed in such a way that
the compromised node does not get to know the new
key values. A single key cannot be used for the whole
network because, in that case, if even a single node is
compromised, it compromises the whole network with
it. On the other extreme, all pairs of sensor nodes can
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have separate keys. This provides high security, but
it hampers network processing [15, 17] because some
schemes use passive participation of nodes, i.e., they
decide their actions after overhearing the messages
[16, 22]. So, we need a lightweight scheme, which also
enables sharing of a key with large numbers of nodes.
In this paper, we proposed MUQAMI+,1 a lightweight, scalable, and locally distributed key management scheme for clustered sensor networks. In
MUQAMI+, a large number of nodes in a cluster share
common keys. MUQAMI+ is efficient not only for
periodic key refreshment but also for revocation of a
compromised node. Also, our scheme allows the role
of being a cluster head to be shifted from node to
node with the passage of time. MUQAMI+ is based
on exclusion basis system (EBS) matrix [10] and key
chains [8]. The key chain is an authentication mechanism based on Lamport’s one-time passwords [19].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 outlines background and related work.
Section 3 describes models and assumptions. Section 4
presents our scheme. Section 5 and Section 6 contain
theoretical and simulation-based analysis and evaluation, respectively. Section 7 concludes the paper and
suggest some future work.

2 Background and related work
Static key management is the primitive form of key
management in WSN. It is sometimes also referred to
as key pre-distribution, in which keys are calculated
and pre-loaded in the nodes before the deployment of
the WSN. Intensive research has been done in devising
efficient methods for distributing keys before the network deployment [6, 9, 12, 21]. Camtepe et. al. [5] have
proposed a key distribution approach based on combinatorial design using balanced incomplete block design
(BIBD) and generalized quadrangles (GQ). These are
static key management schemes and they work on the
assumption that WSN are very short-lived networks.
However, a real-life example of WSN Mica2 has a
life-time of 2 weeks at full power [17]. If keys are
not refreshed periodically, there are always chances of
cryptanalytic attacks on the WSN.
Many dynamic key management schemes have been
proposed, which emphasize the refreshment and revocation of keys periodically. Riaz et al. [26] proposed
a scheme that actively involves the base station for
1 In

the conference version, we named this protocol MUQAMI.
Since it is much improved in this journal version, we have named
it MUQAMI+.

communication among sensor nodes using public keys.
Drawback of this scheme is the frequent communication between sensor nodes and the base station as it
incurs a lot of communication overhead. G. Dini [8]
proposed a tree-based key revocation protocol for
WSNs based on key chains. Apart from increased storage overhead, another drawback of their scheme is
that there is a lot of communication and computation
overhead in case of node compromise.
LEAP+ [31] and SHELL [13] are two state-of-theart schemes for key management in WSN. Also, K.J.
Paek et al. [24] proposed key management based on
regional and virtual groups. Drawbacks of Paek et al.
[24] and LEAP+ [31] are that they assume that the
network is safe during some initial time period. Also, all
the nodes have to generate keys, which consume a lot
of energy. SHELL [13] does not require all the nodes to
generate keys, but it has a lot of inter-cluster communication, which is also not desirable. Later, Eltoweissy
et al. briefly proposed LOCK [11], which eliminates
inter-cluster communication by distributing key generation responsibilities among few nodes within the
cluster. However, LOCK requires some nodes to have
more capabilities than normal sensor nodes so that they
can generate keys. Otherwise, it causes the key generating nodes to die down more quickly. Our scheme
assumes no initial safe time period. Also, there is no
inter-cluster communication and very few nodes are
involved in key management. Moreover, our scheme is
flexible and allows the key management responsibilities
to rotate among different nodes within the cluster. In
addition to that, we use key chains [8] to keep the key
generation cost low.

3 Models and assumptions
3.1 System model and assumptions
WSN consist of a command node connected to a number of sensor nodes, which can be grouped into clusters.
We assume that the constraints of WSN do not apply to
the command node. We are assuming clustered sensor
networks, in which cluster head node aggregates information from other sensor nodes and sends it back to
the command node. Clustering can be based on some
criteria like in [1, 14], where nodes do not know their
locations. Sensor nodes relay their messages directly
or indirectly, depending upon their communication
ranges [2, 20]. There are many applications of WSNlike soil moisture monitoring and battlefield monitoring, in which nodes do not change their location after
initial deployment. It is also important to minimize key
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it is detected, and we have a reasonable compromised
node detection technique employed in the network.
Our last assumption is that compromised nodes cannot
communicate with each other through any external
communication channel. Detection of attacks is out of
the scope of this paper. Readers interested in attack
detection can refer to [4, 30] for further knowledge.

4 MUQAMI+

Fig. 1 Clustered sensor networks architecture

management overhead in such applications. We are
assuming that all nodes, including the cluster heads, are
stationary. Authors of other state-of-the-art schemes,
like LEAP+ and SHELL, have also assumed the sensor nodes to be stationary. Communication range and
physical locations of all nodes are known to the nodes
at the higher levels. The role of being cluster head
requires more capabilities in a node as compared to the
simple sensor nodes. The role of being a cluster head
node can be shifted between nodes, which can bear the
responsibility of a cluster head node. Figure 1 depicts
the network architecture assumed in our scheme. Each
node can be a member of only one cluster. If it falls
within the boundaries of more than one cluster head
node, it must choose one cluster for its membership.
3.2 Adversity model and assumptions
According to our model, the adversary will try to get
hold of keys so that it can attack actively or passively.
In order to get hold of the keys, an adversary can even
capture a node and use it in any way possible. It may
use its memory, spread false messages, and sabotage
communications. The sensor nodes are assumed not
to be tamper-resistant. Another assumption is that the
higher we go in the hierarchy of nodes, the more difficult it gets for an adversary to capture a node and that
the command node is completely secure. Moreover, we
assume that the compromised nodes do not collude, i.e.,
they do not collaborate with each other to carry out an
attack. Also, a compromised node is revoked as soon as

In our scheme, the command node (CN) stores all node
IDs. Since the CN does not have energy constraints,
we have tried to move as much load to the CN as
possible. The CN is responsible for managing basic keys
(Kb sc ) and discovery keys (Kdisc ) for all the nodes. It
is also responsible for managing keys between cluster
heads and the command node. In order to facilitate
in network processing and reduce the overall security
overhead, our scheme secures all communications using Kcomm , which is a group key used for providing
group confidentiality. However, using only Kcomm is
very risky, and it also cannot secure a network against
insider attacks. Therefore, we use administrative keys
Kadmin to secure Kcomm and to protect the network
against insider attacks. Apart from that, every node
in the network shares a pair-wise key with its CH.
If some key, other than Kcomm , is required to secure
communication between a pair of sensor nodes, the CH
node sends a pair-wise key to that pair of sensor nodes
directly. In this paper, we use different notations, which
are mentioned in Table 1.
Our scheme uses the EBS system of matrices [10]
to manage keys. In EBS, a small number of keys are
required to manage a large number of nodes. Every
node knows a distinct set of k keys out of a set of
k + m keys. We have proposed a little change in the
representation of the EBS matrix. Usually, we use “0”
if a node does not know a key and “1” if a node knows
a key. In our scheme, we also use “2,” which means that
a node generates a key. Table 2 shows an example of an
EBS matrix. Over 3,000 key combinations are available
if 14 keys are used.
After the CH nodes are deployed in the initial phase,
the CN sends Kdisc of all the nodes to their respective
CH nodes, so that the CH nodes can recognize the
newly deployed nodes in their respective clusters. After
the nodes are deployed, the CN computes the details of
EBS matrices according to the locations of all the nodes
in the network and shares them with the respective
CH nodes. CN also sends initial values of relevant
administrative keys to each node. While forwarding the
encrypted administrative keys to the respective nodes
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Table 1 List of used notations
CN
CH i
KGi

SN i
{CH}
{SNCHi }
{KGCHi }
Kbi sc
i
Kdisc

i, j

Kch,kg
i, j

Kch,sn
Kcomm
i
Kadmin
i
Kcn,ch
mi
EK{A|B}

Command node or the base station
Cluster head node i
Key generating node i. KG nodes compute keys
using lightweight one-way hash functions, rather
than generating them
Sensor node i
Set of all the CH nodes
Set of the SN nodes belonging to CH i
Set of the KG nodes belonging to CH i
Basic key of node i. Used for communication with
the command node. It is preloaded in every node
of the network and refreshed after being used once
Discovery key of node i. Used for initial discovery
of the node. It is preloaded in every node of the
network and refreshed after being used once
Key used for communication between CH i and KG j
Key used for communication between CH i and SN j
Communication key
Administrative key i
Key used for communication between CN and
CH node i
Message number i in a particular communication
sequence
Values A and B is put together in a block/chunk and
then the chunk is encrypted using key K

in its cluster, CH nodes also establish pairwise keys
with all nodes in its cluster. For key refreshment, CH
asks the KG nodes to send new keys to sensor nodes
in its cluster. KG nodes compute key values with the
help of lightweight one-way hashing functions [23] and
broadcast them in the cluster. Keys, other than the
administrative and communication keys, are very rarely
used. Figure 2 elaborates the working of our scheme
MUQAMI+ with the help of a flow diagram.
4.1 Initial deployment
CH nodes are deployed in the first phase. Following is
the first message that a newly deployed CH i sends to
the CN:
i
{ID|Auth_Code}
m1 : ∀CH i ∈ {CH} : CH i → CN : E Kdisc

Table 2 Example of an EBS matrix for MUQAMI+
K1
K2
K3
K4
K5

N0

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N8

N9

2
1
1
0
0

1
2
0
1
0

1
1
0
0
1

1
0
2
1
0

1
0
1
0
2

1
0
0
2
1

0
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
0
1

0
1
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

Fig. 2 Outline of the proposed scheme MUQAMI+

Then for every CH i, the CN authenticates it and sends
i
to it the Kcn,ch
and the EBS matrix of its cluster along
with IDs and Kdisc of all nodes j, which are to be
deployed in the cluster of CH i:
 i
i
K
|EBS_Matrix
m2 : ∀CH i ∈ {CH} : CN → CH i : E Kdisc
 cn,ch
j 
|∀SN j ∈ {{SNCHi } ∪ {KGCHi }} : ID(SN j)|Kdisc
In the above message, IDs and Kdisc of all the relevant
i
nodes are put together in a block along with the Kcn,ch
and the relevant EBS matrix, then encrypted using Kdisc
of the CH node and then sent to the CH i from the CN.
SN and KG nodes are deployed in the second phase.
The following messages are exchanged for every KG
node j that is deployed in the cluster i:
∀CH i ∈ {CH} ∧ ∀KG j ∈ {KGCHi } :


m1 : KG j → CH i : E K j ID(KG j)|Auth_Code
disc 

i
m2 : CH i → CN : E Kcn,ch
ID(KG j)|Auth_Code


j
i
m3 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
E K j Kb sc_new
b sc

j
k−1
1
2
|Kdisc_new |Kadmin
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin

i, j
m4 : CH i → KG j : E K j Kch,kg |E K j
disc
b sc


j
j
k−1
1
2
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin
Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new |Kadmin
In the above messages, after authenticating a new KG
node j, i.e., after the first two messages, CN puts together all the Kadmin relevant to the KG node j in
a block along with the new values of Kb sc and Kdisc ,
encrypts this block first using the current value of Kb sc
i
and then using Kcn,ch
, and then sends it to the CH i
in message m3. After receiving m3, CH i generates the
i, j
seed value for Kch,kg and computes the whole key chain
i, j

associated with Kch,kg . CH i then adds the seed value of
i, j

Kch,kg into the block and sends it to KG j in m4. Note
that the CN sends new values for Kb sc and Kdisc every
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time they are used. Also, k − 1 administrative keys are
communicated to a KG node as it is responsible for
generating one key by itself. After receiving m4, KG
i, j
j computes the associated key chain for Kch,kg . Similar
message exchanges take place for every SN node j that
is deployed in cluster i:
∀CH i ∈ {CH} ∧ ∀SN j ∈ {SNCHi } :


m1 : SN j → CH i : E K j ID(SN j)|Auth_Code
disc 

i
m2 : CH i → CN : E Kcn,ch
ID(SN j)|Auth_Code


j
i
E K j Kb sc_new
m3 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
b sc

j
k
1
2
|Kdisc_new |Kadmin
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin

i, j
m4 : CH i → SN j : E K j Kch,sn |E K j
disc
b sc


j
j
k
1
2
Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new |Kadmin
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin
i, j

No key chain is associated with Kch,sn as it is rarely
used. Sometimes, a node is not deployed in its expected
cluster. In that case, messages m2 and m3 in the above
message exchanges will be changed as follows:



i
m2 : CH i → CN : E Kcn,ch
E K j I D(SN j)|Auth_Code
 disc

j
j
i
m3 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
Kdisc |E K j Kb sc_new
b sc

j
k
1
2
|Kdisc_new |Kadmin
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin
In the end, CN shares the final version of the EBS
matrix with the CH node as follows:

4.2 Re-keying and node addition
In order to avoid the cryptanalytic attacks on the network, keys need to be refreshed regularly. Communication keys are refreshed in the same manner as they were
distributed initially, i.e., using the administrative keys.
Administrative keys are refreshed using their previous
l
values. In order to refresh Kadmin
of its own cluster,
CH node i sends a refresh message to the KG node j,
l
which manages Kadmin
. KG node j then broadcasts the
new administrative key encrypted in the old one. The
following message exchanges take place:
m1 : CH i → KG j : E Ki, j {Ref resh_Message}
ch,kg
 l

j
l
m2 : KG → ∗ : E Kadmin
Kadmin_new
When a sensor node receives a new value of an administrative key, it verifies the new value through the oneway hashing function as follows:


l
l
Kadmin
= F Kadmin
n ew
where F is the one-way hashing function that is used
to compute the administrative keys. Since we use key
chains to manage Kch,kg and Kadmin , it becomes necessary for the KG node to get the new seed value from
CH node or the CN node, respectively. A KG node j
l
, which it manages, from
gets the new value of Kadmin
the CN through its CH i, as follows:
m1 : KG j → CH i :



E Ki, j E K j Auth_Code|Ref resh_Msg
ch,kg

i
m1 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
{EBS_Matrix}

Note that the cluster heads do not know the administrative keys being used in their clusters. This is important
to avoid a single point of failure, i.e., revelation of all
Kadmin in case of compromise of CH. Next, the initial
values of communication keys are distributed. Every
CH node i sends communication keys to all KG nodes
in its cluster. In turn, every KG node broadcasts the
communication key in the cluster using the administrative keys that it manages. The message exchanges for
broadcasting the initial values of communication keys
are as follows:
∀CH i ∈ {CH} ∧ ∀KG j ∈ {KGCHi } :
 i

m1 : CH i → KG j : E Ki, j Kcomm
ch,kg
 i

j
m2 : KG → ∗ : E K j
Kcomm
admin

b sc

m2 : CH → CN :



i
E Kcn,ch
E K j Auth_Code|Ref resh_Msg
b sc



j
l
i
m3 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
E K j Kb sc_new |Kadmin_seed
b sc



j
l
m4 : CH i → KG j : E Ki, j
E K j Kb sc_new |Kadmin_seed
i

ch,kg

b sc

i, j

KG node j can get the new seed value for Kch,kg from
i, j

the CH node i using the last value of Kch,kg in the key
chain.
For the addition of SN node j in cluster i, CN sends
the following message to the CH i: 

j
i
m1 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
ID(SN j)|Kdisc
After getting this message, CH i waits for the discovery
message from the SN node j. When deployed, SN node
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j will contact the CH i with its discovery key Kdisc . The
following message exchanges will take place to add the
new SN node j in cluster i:
m2 : SN j → CH i : E K j {ID(SN j)|Auth_Code}
disc

i
m3 : CH → CN : E Kcn,ch
{ID(SN j)|Auth_Code

i

|Cur_Admin_Chain_Indexes}


j
j
i
E K j Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new
m4 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
b sc

1
2
k
|Kadmin
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin


i, j
j
j
m5 : CH i → SN j : E K j Kch,sn |E K j Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new
disc
b sc

1
2
k
|Kadmin
|Kadmin
|...|Kadmin
where Cur_Admin_Chain_Indexes represents the
number of times Kadmin , related to SN node j, has been
refreshed. Based on Cur_Admin_Chain_Indexes, the
CN calculates and sends to the SN j the current values
of the Kadmin related to the SN node j. In case a new
KG node j is to be deployed in cluster i, CN sends
initial value of the new key “l,” which KG j manages,
to all the relevant SN nodes in the cluster through the
CH i. Then, the new KG node j is deployed in the same
manner in which a new SN node is deployed. The only
difference is that k − 1 admin keys are sent to the new
KG node as it generates one by itself. The fact that the
CN is often solicited through CH nodes has an impact
on the energy consumption of CH nodes. A single
node may not be able to act as a CH node throughout
the network lifetime. Therefore, our scheme has the
flexibility to shift the responsibility of being the CH
node from the current CH node to another node,
which has the capability of becoming CH. Refer to
Section 4.3.1 for details regarding the addition a new
CH node.

4.3 Node compromise
If a node is compromised, we need to refresh the keys
in such a way that the new keys are not known to the
compromised node and it can only act as an outsider
when trying to interfere in the network operation. We
assume that an efficient mechanism to detect an attack
is already in place and the relevant CH node starts the
recovery procedure. In case of CH node compromise,
CN starts the procedure. We have three types of node
in our network. We will discuss the implications of the
compromise of each type of node one by one.

4.3.1 Cluster head compromise
If a CH node is compromised, CN can either deploy a
new CH node or designate an existing node from the
network to act as a CH node. Apart from sharing the
discovery keys of all nodes in the cluster and the EBS
matrix of the cluster i with the new CH i, CN sends a
validation message to each node in the cluster through
the new CH node i. CH i cannot decrypt the validation
messages as they are encrypted using Kb sc of the related
nodes. The following message is exchanged between
CN and the new CH node i:

m1 : CN → CH i : E Kbi sc EBS|∀l ∈ {{SNCHi } ∪ {KGCHi }} :


 
l
l
Kdisc
|E Kbl sc Kbl sc_new |Kdisc_new
|CH_Valid
Then, the CH node sends the validation messages to all
i,k
. For
the SN nodes k along with the new value of Kch,sn
all the KG nodes j, it will send the validation message
i, j
along with a new seed value of Kch,kg . The new CH
node i will send the following messages to each SN node
k and KG node j, respectively:
k
m2 : ∀SN k ∈ {SNCHi } : CH i → SN k : E Kdisc



i,k
k
Kch,sn
|E Kbk sc Kbk sc_new |Kdisc_new
|CH_Valid

m2 : ∀KG j ∈ {KGCHi } : CH i → KG j : E K j
disc



i, j
j
j
Kch,kg |E K j Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new |CH_Valid
b sc

4.3.2 Sensor node compromise
If an SN node is compromised, we need to distribute
the set of K keys known to the compromised SN node
using the M keys not known to the compromised SN
node. So, in the first phase, the CH node will ask all the
KG nodes, which generate those K keys, to generate
new values, encrypt them using the previous ones, and
send them back to the CH node. If the SN node is compromised in cluster i, the following communications will
take place between CH i and the KG nodes, which
manage those K keys in the cluster:
m1 : ∀ p ∈ K : CH i → KG p : E Ki, p {Revoc_Msg}
ch,kg

 p

p
m2 : ∀ p ∈ K : KG p → CH i : E Ki, p E Kadmin
Kadmin_new
ch,kg

Now, the CH node will aggregate these K encrypted
values and send the aggregated message to the M KG
nodes, i.e., those KG nodes, which manage keys that
are not known to the compromised node. Each one of
those M KG nodes will then broadcast the aggregated
messages using the key it manages. SN nodes, which
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use any of those K compromised keys, will get the new
value using some key that it knows other than those K
keys. Note that no two nodes know the same set of K
keys in the EBS matrix (refer to Table 2). The following
message exchanges will take place to distribute the
refreshed keys:
m3 : ∀q ∈ M : CH i → KGq :

 p

p
E Ki,q ∀ p ∈ K : E Kadmin
Kadmin_new
ch,kg

m4 : ∀q ∈ M : KGq → ∗ :

 p

q
p
E Kadmin
∀ p ∈ K : E Kadmin
Kadmin_new
Note that, in all these communications, the compromised SN node can not use the keys known to it in order
to interfere in the network operations.
4.3.3 Key-generator compromise
If a KG node is compromised, either a new node will
be deployed or an existing node will be given the responsibility of managing the key, which was previously
managed by the compromised node. If a new node is
deployed, key chain will be pre-loaded into it before
deployment. It will only need to know the current
key value so that it can use it to send the new value.
On the other hand, if an existing node is given the
responsibility, it will also need a seed value to compute
the new key chain. In order to award the responsibility
to an existing SN j in cluster i, the following messages
are exchanged:
i
{Revoc_Msg|Key_ID
m1 : CH i → CN : E Kcn,ch

consent of the CH node. If the compromised KG node
has already refreshed the compromised key without the
instructions of the CH i, then a new initial value of the
compromised key, encrypted with the respective Kb sc
of all the relevant SN nodes, is sent to all the relevant
SN nodes through the CH node i. In such a scenario, the
following message exchanges will take place instead of
the above message exchanges:
i
m1 : CH i → CN : E Kcn,ch
{Revoc_Msg|Key_I D}

j
j
i
m2 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
I D(SN j)|Kdisc |E K j {Kb sc_new
b sc

j

|Kdisc_new |Seed_Val}|∀SNl ∈ Key_I D : I D(SNl )


l
l
|Kdisc
|E Kbl sc Kbl sc_new |Kdisc_new
|New_Init_Key_Val


 j
j
m3 : CH i → SN j : E K j E K j Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new
disc
b sc

|Seed_Val


l
m4 : ∀SNl ∈ Key_I D : CH i → SNl : E Kdisc
E Kbl sc Kbl sc_new

l
|Kdisc_new
|New_Init_Key_Val

5 Performance analysis and comparison
In this section, we will provide a brief comparison of
MUQAMI+ with other schemes and try to establish
our claims. Two factors contribute towards the usage
of power in a node: communication overhead and computation overhead. However, we need to consider the
storage overhead first as the sensor nodes are also
limited in their storage capacity.

|Cur_Ref r_Iter}



j
j
i
m2 : CN → CH i : E Kcn,ch
ID(SN j)|Kdisc |E K j Kb sc_new
b sc

j
|Kdisc_new |Cur_Key_Val|Seed_Val


j
j
m3 : CH i → SN j : E K j E K j Kb sc_new |Kdisc_new
disc
b sc

|Cur_Key_Val|Seed_Val
where Seed_Val is the seed value of the Kadmin that SN j
has to manage. After these messages are exchanged,
SN j becomes one of the K KG nodes, which know
one compromised key each in the cluster i. A similar
procedure, as in the previous section (Section 4.3.2), is
followed to distribute the set of K compromised keys
using the remaining set of M keys.
Since a compromised node is not bound in its behavior, it may happen that it refreshes a key without

5.1 Storage overhead
EBS-based key management schemes are inherently
able to support a large number of nodes with a small
number of keys using combinatorics (see Fig. 3). Note
that the graph is drawn on logarithmic scale because
the number of nodes that can be supported increases
exponentially with respect to the number of keys used.
This is particularly helpful when compromised nodes
need to be revoked. The number of nodes n that can be
supported using EBS matrix is given by the formula:
n=

(k + m)!
,
k!m!

(1)

where k and m are EBS parameters. As opposed
to SHELL [13], cluster heads in our scheme need
not store any key to communicate with other cluster
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other keys: Kcomm , Kb sc , and Kdisc . So the storage
requirement of a KG node can be expressed as:
MUQAMI+

SR KG

= 2l + (k − 1) + 3
= 2(l + 1) + k

(4)

Since we have k + m KG nodes out of r nodes inside
the cluster, average storage requirement of each node
within a cluster comes out to be:
MUQAMI+

SR SN∪KG

Fig. 3 Number of nodes that can be supported using the EBSbased scheme

heads. Moreover, gateways in our scheme also need
not generate and store EBS keys for other clusters. In
MUQAMI+, each CH node has to store one Kcomm
and Kcn,ch apart from Kch,sn of all SN nodes and the
key chains Kch,kg of all KG nodes in the cluster. So, the
average storage requirement of a CH node (in number
of keys) in MUQAMI+ can be expressed with the
following formula:
MUQAMI+

SRCH

= (l × (k + m)) + r − (k + m) + 2,

(2)

Note that the ratio ((k + m) : r) is very small as
(k + m) << r (see Eq. 1 and Fig. 3). Therefore,
average storage requirements of a node inside a cluster
are not too much as compared to SHELL.
In our scheme, we use one-way hashing functions
to compute key chains. Also, we know that key-chain
length l is a variable, which can change according to
the storage capabilities of a node. However, l must be
a value such that the cost of computing the keys does
not exceed the cost of generating them on the nodes. In
other words, the following inequality must hold:
Costseed + l(Costcomp − 1) < l(Costgen )
⇒ Costseed < l(Costgen − Costcomp + 1)
⇒l<

where l is length of the key chain and r is the number
of nodes in a cluster. SN nodes have to store k admin
keys apart from four other keys: Kch,sn , Kcomm , Kb sc ,
and Kdisc . So, the average storage requirement of an
SN node in MUQAMI+ can be expressed with the
following formula:
MUQAMI+

SR SN

=k+4

(3)

KG nodes have to store two key chains: one for the
admin keys, which it generates, and one for Kch,kg .
Also, it has to store k − 1 EBS keys along with three

Table 3 Storage
requirements (in number of
keys) of each type of node
in all the three schemes

MUQAMI+
LEAP+
SHELL

(r−(k+m))(k+4)+(k+m)(2(l+1)+k)
r
r(k + 4) + (k + m)(2(l + 1) − 4)
=
r
2(l − 1)(k + m)
= (k + 4) +
(5)
r
=

Costseed
Costgen − Costcomp + 1

(6)

where Costseed , Costcomp , and Costgen are the costs of
getting new seed value, computing a key value through
one-way hashing function, and generating a key on a
node, respectively.
Table 3 compares the storage requirements of
MUQAMI+ with other schemes. In Table 3, b is the
average number of neighboring nodes with whom SN
node has to share pair-wise keys and h is the number of neighboring CH nodes, with whom a CH node
communicates. The value of h can vary depending
upon the value of EBS parameters k and m and the
extent to which the distribution of keys is desired. Our

CH

SN

(l × (k + m)) + r − (k + m) + 2
r+2
l+r+h+k+m+1

(k + 4) + [(2(l − 1)(k + m))/r]
b +2
l+k+3
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Table 4 Average number of
bytes transmitted by each
type of node on each link
during initial deployment
phase (an asterisk means a
broadcast within a cluster)

CH → CH
CH → CN
CN → CH
CH → ∗
CH → SN
SN → CH
SN → SN
SN → ∗

MUQAMI+

LEAP+

SHELL

–
2z(r + 1)
g(x + y + r(z + x) + x(k + 2))
–
r(k + 3)x
2z
–
–

–
–
g(2x)
2x
rx
(d + 2)x
(2b + 3d)x
2x

x(h + r + k + m)
2z
g(x + (h + r)(z + x) + z)
x(k + m)
rkx
2z
–
–

scheme is completely distributed in nature, i.e., one
node manages not more than one key. The value of
b also varies according to the size and density of the
network. However, the values of parameters h and b
are always such that they are comparable to the value
of k + m. In Table 3, we use SN nodes to represent
both SN and KG nodes of MUQAMI+ because other
schemes do not have any KG nodes. Details of the
storage analysis of LEAP+ and SHELL are presented
in Appendix A.
We can decrease the key-chain length in
MUQAMI+ at the cost of more computations and
communications, but we cannot store more keys in
LEAP+ to reduce the computation and communication costs. This proves our scheme to be more
adaptable to the capabilities of nodes as compared to
LEAP+. Also, storage requirements of SN nodes are
very low in our scheme MUQAMI+ as compared to
SHELL.
5.2 Communication and computation overhead
Since communication is the most energy-consuming
activity, we will analyze and discuss it in more detail.
While designing our scheme, we have tried to minimize
and localize the communication as much as possible.
This also helps in reducing the computation overhead
because fewer message exchanges will result in fewer
encryptions/decryptions. Now, we will try to compare
our scheme with other schemes with respect to the
number of messages exchanged between various types
of nodes during different phases.
If we assume key length to be x bytes, EBS matrix
size to be y bytes, and average length of other types of
messages to be z bytes, then Table 4 shows the average
number of messages transmitted by each type of node
on each link during the initial deployment phase of
each scheme. Here, g is the total number of CH nodes
in the network and d is the number of nodes, which
communicate with the CH node through a particular
node. The exact value of d depends upon the network
topology and varies from node to node even within a

network. One important thing to note in Table 4 is that
there is much less load on CH nodes in LEAP+. In
LEAP+, SN nodes have to bear extra loads instead of
the CH node in the initial deployment phase. LEAP+ is
designed in such a way that if two nodes have to share a
key, one of them broadcasts and the other one unicasts.
We could have assumed that the CH node uses the
broadcasts of SN nodes. However, that exercise would
have only increased the load on the CH node without
any significant effect on the load of SN nodes. The
reason is that every SN node would have to broadcast
with even more power so that its broadcast message
could reach the CH node. New nodes are added in
the same way as they are deployed initially in all the
three schemes. So the comparison of new node addition
would be similar to the one shown in Table 4.
Table 5 shows the average number of bytes transmitted by each type of node during the key refreshment
phase. Communication keys are refreshed in the same
way as the administrative keys except in LEAP+. In
LEAP+, communication key refreshment is comparatively efficient for CH nodes. However, this efficiency
comes at the cost of increased load on all SN nodes.
The average number of messages broadcasted by an SN
node for rekeying in our scheme can be expressed with
the following formula:
MUQAMI+

Avg_Msg_Count_Rekey SN→∗

=

k+m
r

(7)

Table 5 Average number of bytes transmitted by each type of
node on each link during key refreshment phase (an asterisk
means a broadcast within a cluster)
CH → CH
CN → CH
CH → CN
CH → ∗
CH → SN
SN → CH
SN → SN
SN → ∗

MUQAMI+

LEAP+

SHELL

–
(zg) + ((2xg)/l)
(2z)/l
–
x(k + m) + ((2z)/l)
(2z)/l
–
x((k + m)/r)

–
xg
–
–
xr
x(d + 1)
x(b + 2d)
–

x(h + k + m)
xg(h + 1)
–
x(k + m)
–
–
–
–
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Table 6 Average number of bytes transmitted by each type of node on each link in case the CH node of the cluster is compromised
CH → CH
CN → CH
CH → CN
CH → ∗
CH → SN
SN → CH
SN → SN
SN → ∗

MUQAMI+

LEAP+

SHELL

–
y + r(3x + z)
2z
–
(r(3x + z)) + x(k + m) + ((2z)/l)
–
–
–

–
2x
2z
2x
rx
(d + 2)x
(2b + 3d)x
–

x(h + (k + m)(2r + 1))
(2xh) + r(2x + z)
2z
(k + m)x
r((k + 3)x + z)
–
–
–

All communications are within the cluster of the compromised CH except CH → CH communication (an asterisk means a broadcast
within a cluster)

Apart from that, we have added an expression 1/l in
the number of communications from SN → CH, CH →
SN, and CH → CN. This expression caters to the communications that are required to get a new seed value
from the CH node.
If a CH node is compromised, the recovery procedure of our scheme is fairly straight forward as compared to other schemes. In Table 6, we have compared
the communication overhead of our scheme with other
schemes in case of CH node compromise.
If an SN node is compromised, we do not assume
that a new SN node is deployed. However, in case
of a KG node in MUQAMI+, we have to give the
responsibility of key generation to some other node.
In MUQAMI+, if a KG node is compromised, the CH
sends one message to the CN and the CN replies with
the compromised administrative key’s new seed value.
Apart from that, there is only one extra communication
from the CH to the SN node, after which the SN node
becomes a KG node. We assume that all nodes in a
cluster have equal probabilities of being compromised.
So, the average number of communications between
CH and CN, in case of the compromise of the SN or
the KG node, will be similar to Eq. 5, i.e., (k + m)/r.
Similarly, the average number of communications from

CH to SN node can be calculated with the following
formula:
MUQAMI+

Avg_Msg_Count_SNComprCH→{SN∪KG}
((r − (k + m))(k + m)) + (k + m)(k + m + 1)
r
(k + m)(r − k − m + k + m + 1)
=
r
(k + m)(r + 1)
=
r
=

(8)

Whereas the average number of bytes transferred from
the CH to the SN node for the above task can be
expressed with the following formula:
MU QAMI+

Avg_Byte_Count_SNComprCH→{SN∪KG}
((r−(k+m))(kz+mx))+(k+m)(kz+mx+2z+2x)
r
krz + mrz + 2zk + 2xk + 2zm + 2xm
=
r
2x(k + m) + z(r(k + m) + 2(r + m))
=
(9)
r
=

Table 7 Average number of bytes transmitted by each type of node on each link in a cluster in case a SN node is compromised in that
cluster
CH → CH
CN → CH
CH → CN
CH → ∗
CH → SN
SN → CH
SN → SN
SN → ∗

MUQAMI+

LEAP+

SHELL

–
3(x + z)((k + m)/r)
3z((k + m)/r)
–
(2x(k + m) + z(r(k + m) + 2(r + m)))/r
x(k/r)
–
x(m/r)

–
–
–
x
xr
x(d + 1)(b /r)
x(b + 2d)(b /r)
x

x(h + k + m) + zk
–
–
xm
–
–
–
–

All communications are within the cluster of the compromised CH except CH → CH communication (an asterisk means a broadcast
within a cluster)
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In Table 7, we have compared the communication
overhead of our scheme with other schemes in case of
SN node compromise. Details of the communication
and computation analysis of LEAP+ and SHELL are
presented in Appendix B.
Note that, in all comparisons, there are no intercluster communications in our scheme as opposed to
SHELL, and there are no unicast communications
among SN nodes as opposed to LEAP+. There is communication between CH nodes and the CN node, but it
is minimal and not very frequent. Due to these factors,
our scheme has less communication and computation
overhead than other schemes, which we will further
establish in Section 6.

6 Simulation results
For simulation, our proposed network architecture is
similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. We have compared
our scheme with two other schemes, SHELL[13] and
LEAP+[31], which are the most appropriate ones for
WSNs proposed so far according to the best of our
knowledge. In SHELL, CH nodes need to contact the
neighboring CH nodes, so we have assumed a total of
five clusters (g = 5) with 412 nodes in each cluster, i.e.,
r = 412. We have assumed k = m = 6, so that there are
ample key combinations left for the addition of new
nodes in the network. Also, we have assumed b = 10
and d = 0.5 on average. In case of SHELL, each CH
node divides the EBS matrix into four equal parts and
shares one part with each of the other CH nodes, i.e.,
h = 4. The neighboring CH nodes in turn manage keys
for the part of EBS matrix shared with them. Simulation was programmed in “Tools Command Language
(tcl8.0),” which is used to program ns-2 simulations.
G. Xing et al. [29] state that the range of data transmission from sensor nodes is between −20 and 10 dBm.

We have assumed that the maximum distance between
a CN and a CH or between two CH nodes is about ten
times that of a cluster size. Moreover, the maximum
cluster size is around ten times the maximum distance
between two neighboring nodes. In order to record the
power consumed during message exchanges, we have
assumed three power levels for message transmission:
one for communication outside the cluster, one for
communication with a node inside the same cluster,
and one for communication with a neighboring node.
Also, we assume that the power levels are directly
proportional to the distance of communication.
CH nodes transmit at 10 dBm (10 mW) to communicate outside the cluster and 0 dBm (1 mW) to
communicate within its cluster. SN and KG nodes
transmit at 0 dBm to communicate with the CH or to
broadcast within the cluster. Communication with the
neighboring node within the cluster is done at −10 dBm
(0.1 mW). Karlof et al. [17] suggests that the application
level bandwidth in WSN is around 19.2 kbps, and [29]
suggests that it is around 6 kbps. We have assumed
the application level bandwidth to be 19.2 kbps in our
simulations. We also simulated keeping it at 6 kbps and
found similar results.
The power level of a node during message reception
and computation phase is assumed to be 0.1 mW. It
is important to assume a power level for computation
because we have also taken into account computation
costs in our simulation. We have assumed that MICA2
motes are used, and they have ATMEGA128L CPU,
as mentioned in [17]. Further, we have assumed that
MD5 hashing scheme and IDEA cipher algorithm are
used. For 16 bytes, MD5 takes 1.45 ms, encryption
using IDEA takes 0.68 ms, and decryption using the
same algorithm takes 2.42 ms on ATMEGA128L CPU
according to [28].
We have assumed key size and key-chain seed size
to be 16 bytes in our simulation. Seetharam and Rhee

Fig. 4 Comparison of
average energy consumed by
different types of nodes in
different phases of each
scheme (a, b)

(a) Cluster Head Node

(b) Sensor Node
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Fig. 5 Comparison of average energy consumed by a node in
different phases of each scheme

[25] states that an 8-MHz processor can generate 50,000
random bytes in 1 min. ATMEGA128L CPU also has
a speed of 8 MHz. So, we have calculated the time to
generate a key or seed value as 19.2 ms according to
the calculations of [25]. Lastly, we have assumed the
key-chain length l to be 32 in our simulations.
With the above set of simulation parameters, we
recorded the average energy consumed by CH and SN
nodes during these five phases: initial deployment, refreshment of administrative keys, refreshment of communication keys, revocation of a compromised CH
node, and revocation of a compromised SN node. Over
70 iterations were carried out for every phase. In case
of MUQAMI+, we took the weighted average of SN
and KG nodes and recorded it as average energy consumed by SN nodes. Weights were set according to the
number of number of KG nodes in a cluster, i.e., 12/412

in our case. We have plotted our graphs on logarithmic scale because of large differences in the readings
recorded.
Figure 4a compares the average energy consumed
by a CH node in each of the three schemes in all
five phases. Apart from the initial deployment phase,
in which SHELL and MUQAMI+ are comparable,
MUQAMI+ outperforms SHELL in all other episodes
by a comprehensive margin. MUQAMI+ outperforms
LEAP+ in the refreshment phase of the admin key
and revocation of a compromised SN node, but the
CH node in LEAP+ consumes less energy than the
CH node in our scheme if we consider the phases of
initial deployment, refreshment of communication key,
and revocation of a compromised CH node. However,
it comes at the cost of additional burden on the other
SN nodes in those three phases, as is evident in Fig. 4b.
Also, note that there is no additional burden on SN
nodes of our scheme as compared to SHELL, whose
CH nodes consume more energy as compared to our
CH nodes.
We believe that the role of being a CH node can
be transferred from one node to another from time
to time. Also, the CH node of LEAP+ consumes less
energy than that of our scheme, and the SN node of
our scheme consumes less energy than that of LEAP+.
So we find it necessary to compare the average energy
consumed by a node considering all types of nodes in
the network. Figure 5 compares the average energy
consumed by a node considering all types of nodes, i.e.,
CH nodes and SN nodes together. Except for the initial
deployment phase, our scheme outperforms both of the
other schemes. MUQAMI+ outperforms LEAP+ due
to the use of combinatorics, and it outperforms SHELL
due to the local distribution of key management responsibilities. Also, there is no single point of failure
in our scheme.

Fig. 6 Comparison of
average energy consumed in
administrative key
refreshment phase of each
scheme with respect to the
number of nodes in the
network (a, b)

(a) Plotting consumption of CH

(b) Plotting consumption of CH and SN

and SN nodes separately

nodes collectively (Average)
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Finally, we need to show the most significant improvement of our scheme and its scalability. For that
purpose, we changed the number of nodes in our simulation code and then recorded the readings. Since the
management of the administrative key is most critical
in key management, we have plotted, in Fig. 6a, trends
of average energy consumed in the phase of administrative key refreshment by both type of nodes considering
each of the three schemes while varying the number
of nodes in the network. Figure 6b shows the average
of both types of node. It is clear that our scheme is
scalable, as well as more efficient, than the other two
schemes. It is important to note the convergence of
SHELL with MUQAMI+ in Fig. 6b. The improvement
of our scheme over SHELL is in the energy consumed
by the CH node. With increased network size, energy
consumed by CH nodes averages with larger numbers
of nodes. For LEAP+, we assume that the network
density increases with the number of nodes. A similar
trend is followed by all the schemes in communication
key refreshment and node revocation phases.

7 Conclusion and future work
We have presented the MUQAMI+ key management scheme, which uses EBS matrix to manage large
numbers of nodes with small numbers of administrative keys. In MUQAMI+, the load of key management is distributed within clusters. We have compared
MUQAMI+ with two other state-of-the-art schemes
and found that our scheme is more efficient in key
refreshment and node revocation phases. Also, our
scheme is scalable and flexible, as we can transfer the
responsibility of being cluster head or key generator
from node to node with the passage of time.
Apart from defence from attacks, it is also important
to focus on the detection of attacks in the network. A
future direction of this research is to devise a scheme
for attack detection in WSN and then couple it with the
attack prevention and mitigation schemes, proposed
in this paper, to form a complete lightweight security
solution for WSN.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Storage overhead
The average storage requirements of a CH node in
LEAP+ are fairly straightforward. Apart from the pairwise key shared with each node in the cluster, it has
to store two more keys, i.e., its cluster key and the
communication key. So, if there are r nodes in a cluster,
storage requirements of a CH node in LEAP+ turn out
to be:
LEAP+
SRCH
=r+2

(10)

In LEAP+, the SN nodes only establish pair-wise keys
with only their b neighbors. However, they have to
store two keys, i.e., the cluster key and the communication key. So, the storage requirement of SN node in
LEAP+ becomes:
=b +2
SRLEAP+
SN

(11)

Now, we will discuss the storage requirement of a CH
node in SHELL. In SHELL, each node has to store a
key chain of length l for the key it shares with the CN.
Also, it has to store pair-wise keys with h neighboring
CH nodes, with whom it shares the EBS matrix. Also,
it has to store pair-wise keys with the r nodes, i.e.,
the average number of nodes in a cluster. Finally, it
has to store the k + m administrative keys and the
communication key. So, the storage requirement of a
CH node in SHELL can be written as
SHELL
SRCH
=l+r+h+k+m+1

(12)

Apart from the key chain of length l for the key shared
with the CN and the k administrative keys, SN nodes
have to store three other keys, i.e., one pair-wise key
shared with a neighboring CH node, one shared with
its own CH node, and one communication key. So, the
average storage requirements of a SN node in SHELL
can be written as:
SRSHELL
=l+k+3
SN

(13)

Appendix B. Communication and computation
overhead
In this section, we will discuss the communication and
computation overhead of LEAP+ and SHELL and
explain the formulas listed in Tables 4 to 7. In the
initial deployment phase, every CH node receives one
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message each from h neighboring CH nodes to establish
the communication path. Also, for each node in its
cluster, the CH node receives one message from one
of the neighboring CH nodes in order to establish pairwise keys. Finally, for the distribution of the communication key, every CH node receives the communication
keys k + m times, i.e., encrypted separately in each
administrative key. So, the average message exchanges
between CH nodes during the initial deployment phase
of SHELL comes out to be:
SHELL
= h + r + k + m,
Avg_Msg_Count_InitCH→CH

(14)

SHELL
where Avg_Msg_Count_InitCH→CH
is the average message exchanges between CH nodes during initial deployment phase of SHELL.
In the initial deployment phase of LEAP+, every SN
node sends two unicast messages to the CH node. One
message establishes a pair-wise key with the CH node
and the other one transfers the cluster key to the CH
node. Apart from that, it also has to forward d messages
to the CH node, where d is the average number of
nodes that establish their pair-wise keys with the CH
node through each node. So, the average number of
messages transmitted from a SN to its CH in the initial
deployment phase turns out to be:

Avg_Msg_Count_InitLEAP+
SN→CH = d + 2

(15)

where Avg_Msg_Count_InitLEAP+
SN→CH is the average number of messages transmitted from a SN to its CH in the
initial deployment phase of LEAP+. Also, it is important here to mention the average number of message
exchanges between SN nodes in LEAP+. There are
b neighbors of each node and each node has to send
two messages to each of its neighbors. One message
is for the pair-wise key establishment and the other
message is for the communication of its cluster key.
Apart from that, three messages are exchanged for
every node that establishes a pair-wise key with the
CH node through this node, i.e., three messages are
exchanged for d nodes from each node on average. In
one message, the d nodes send a message to the CH
node through this node to establish a pair-wise key with
the CH node. In the other two messages, cluster keys
are exchanged between the CH and the d nodes, i.e.,
CH and the d nodes send their cluster keys to each
other through this node. So, the average number of
message exchanges between SN nodes in LEAP+ for
the initial deployment phase comes out to be:
Avg_Msg_Count_InitLEAP+
SN→SN

= 2b + 3d,

Avg_Msg_Count_InitLEAP+
SN→SN

(16)

where
is the average number of messages exchanged between SN nodes in the

initial deployment phase of LEAP+. It is not difficult
to understand the rest of the expressions in Table 4.
For key refreshment in SHELL, every CH sends a
message to h neighboring CH nodes. In turn, it receives k + m messages from them to broadcast in the
cluster. So, the average number of messages exchanged
between the CH nodes in the key refreshment phase
can be written as:
SHELL
Avg_Msg_Count_RekeyCH→CH
= h + k + m,

(17)

SHELL
where Avg_Msg_Count_RekeyCH→CH
is the average
message exchanges between CH nodes during the key
refreshment phase of SHELL. Also, the keys between
the neighboring CH nodes and the keys between CH
nodes and the CN will also be refreshed. So, in order
to refresh those keys, the CN will send h + 1 messages
to all the CH nodes, i.e., to g CH nodes. h messages
contain new keys for communication with the neighboring CH nodes and one message contains a key for
communication with the command node. So, the total
number of messages transferred from CN to the CH
nodes in key refreshment phase of SHELL comes out
to be:
SHELL
Msg_Count_RekeyCN→CH
= g × (h + 1)

(18)

SHELL
where Msg_Count_RekeyCN→CH
is the total number of
messages transferred from CN to the CH nodes in key
refreshment phase of SHELL.
In order to refresh its cluster key, each node will send
one message to the CH node. Also, it will forward one
message each from d nodes, so the average number of
messages transmitted from a SN to its CH in the key
refreshment phase turns out to be:

Avg_Msg_Count_RekeyLEAP+
SN→CH = d + 1

(19)

where Avg_Msg_Count_RekeyLEAP+
SN→CH is the average
number of messages transmitted from a SN to its CH in
the key refreshment phase of LEAP+. In the same way,
when a SN node refreshes its cluster key in LEAP+, it
send one message each to its b neighbors. Also, the CH
node exchange cluster keys with d nodes through every
node on average. On a particular SN node, one message
is received from each of the d nodes and forwarded to
the CH node and one message from the CH node is
forwarded to them. So, the average number of message
exchanges between SN nodes in LEAP+ for the key
refreshment phase comes out to be:
Avg_Msg_Count_RekeyLEAP+
SN→SN = b + 2d

(20)

where Avg_Msg_Count_RekeyLEAP+
SN→SN is the average
number of messages exchanged between SN nodes in
the key refreshment phase of LEAP+. The rest of the
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expressions in Table 5 are trivial and easily understandable. Expressions in Table 6 are similar to the
ones in Table 4 except that h + 1 messages are sent
from the CN to the CH nodes in case a CH node is
compromised. One message is sent to the new CH node
and h messages are sent to its neighboring CH nodes, so
that keys can be established between the new CH node
and its neighboring CH nodes. Explanations for the rest
of the expressions in Table 6 are similar to the ones in
Table 4.
In case a SN node is compromised, k compromised
keys are refreshed using m remaining keys that the
compromised SN node does not know. So, the number of broadcast messages in the cluster by the CH
node is m. However, the CH has to send k messages
to the neighboring CH nodes, which manage the k
compromised keys. k messages will be returned to the
CH node with the new key values encrypted in the
old ones. Then, those k keys will be aggregated and
sent to the h neighboring CH nodes, so that they can
encrypt the aggregated message using them using all
keys that they manage other than the k compromised
keys. In turn, the CH will receive m messages, which it
will broadcast in its cluster. So, the average number of
messages exchanged between the CH nodes in case of
SN node revocation in SHELL can be written as:
SHELL
Avg_Msg_Count_Revoc_SNCH→CH
= h + 2k + m

(21)
SHELL
is the averwhere Avg_Msg_Count_Revoc_SNCH→CH
age message exchanges between CH nodes when a SN
node is compromised in SHELL. In LEAP+, if a SN
node is compromised, only its neighbors perform the
SN → CH and SN → SN communication. So, in order
to calculate the average message count, we divide the
expressions for the count of both such messages by b /r.
The rest of the expressions in Table 7 do not require
much elaboration.
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